The three-dimensional confinement of electrons and holes in the semiconductor quantum dot (QD) structure profoundly changes its density of states compared to the bulk semiconductor or the thin-film quantum well (QW) structure. The aim of this paper is to theoretically investigate the microwave properties of InAs/InP(311B) QD lasers. A new expression of the modulation transfer function is derived for the analysis of QD laser modulation properties based on a set of four rate equations. Analytical calculations point out that carrier escape from ground state (GS) to excited state (ES) induces a non-zero resonance frequency at low bias powers. Calculations also show that the carrier escape leads to a larger damping factor offset as compared to conventional QW lasers. These results are of prime importance for a better understanding of the carrier dynamics in QD lasers as well as for further optimization of low cost sources for optical telecommunications.
INTRODUCTION
Self-organised quantum dot (QD) lasers are promising laser sources for optical fibre communications because of their attractive characteristics, such as low threshold current density [1] , high differential gain [2] , high bandwidth [3, 4] and reduced frequency chirp [5, 6] . QD lasers are expected to be alternatives of the quantum well (QW) counterparts for optical telecommunications. More particularly, Directly Modulated Lasers (DML) can play a major role in the nextgeneration telecommunication links for cooler-less and isolator-free applications. However, although QD DMLs are compact, cheap and easy to fabricate, the maximum modulation bandwidth remains still limited to 10-12 GHz [7, 8] at wavelengths in the 1300-1500 nm bands namely much below than the best values reported for QW lasers. The modulation bandwidth is known to be strongly dependent on both the resonance frequency as well as on the damping factor. In semiconductor lasers, the resonance frequency is limited by the maximum modal gain and by nonlinear effects [9] . In particular, QD lasers are commonly observed to exhibit a stronger damping compared to their QW counterparts [10, 11, 12] , which limits the bandwidth efficiency. Although the underlying physical mechanisms are still under investigation, carrier capture dynamics [13, 14, 15] , Coulomb interaction [12] and gain compression [11] have been proposed to the origins. The conventional modulation transfer function usually derived from the two standard rate equations is an efficient tool for the analysis of QW laser modulation characteristics [9] . However, in the case of QD lasers, a more sophisticated model is required. This paper aims to clarify the origins of the limited modulation bandwidth of InAs/InP(311B) QD lasers, and then to figure out various ways of optimization to match the modulation properties with the network requirement [17] . One theoretical approach to study QD laser dynamics is to simulate the modulation properties numerically based on a set of rate equations [12] . In order to identify the key-parameters controlling the carrier dynamics as well as the QD laser modulation response, an analytical approach is conducted. Following a similar approach, Sugawara et. al proposed an empirical expression to fit the experimental modulation response [16] . Let us also note that Fiore et. al also developed an indirect approach to recast the set of complex QD rate equations into the standard QW rate equations [8] . In this paper, taking into account the influences of both the wetting layer (WL) and the excited state (ES), a new analytical modulation transfer function is proposed based on a set of four rate differential equations [18] . Definitions of relaxation resonance frequency and damping factor are recasted as well.
The analytical analysis shows that carrier escape from GS to ES is responsible for the commonly observed strong damping of QD lasers, and leads to a non-zero resonance frequency at low bias powers. These results are significant for a better understanding of carrier dynamics of QD lasers and point to possible routes for the improvement of QD laser dynamic properties. Figure 1 shows the schematic of the carrier dynamics for the InAs/InP(311B) QD laser under study [18] . The model holds under the assumption that there is only one QD ensemble in which nanostructures are interconnected by a wetting layer (WL). The inhomogeneous broadening related to the QD size dispersion is not taken into account. In this ensemble, two energy levels are assumed: a two-fold degenerated GS and a four-fold degenerated excited state (ES). Electrons (e) and holes (h) are considered to be captured and emitted in pairs (eh). Carriers are supposed to be injected directly from the metallic contacts into the WL levels. Then, carriers are either captured into ES within time τ . The eh-pair escape times have been derived for both the ES and GS carriers assuming the system in the quasi-thermal equilibrium (Fermi distribution) without external excitation [19] . Following the sketch of figure 1, the four rate equations on carrier and photon number are as follows: τ is photon lifetime. The GS gain is described as follows:
STEADY-STATE PROPERTIES AND TURN-ON DELAY PROPERTIES

Numerical model description
where GS a is the differential gain and B N is the total QD number.
The probabilities ,
GS ES
f to find an empty carrier state in GS and ES are given by:
Since the carrier escape from GS to WL has been demonstrated to have little effects on laser properties [18] , the / GS GS WL N τ term in Eq. (1) and Eq. (3) can be neglected.
Steady-state properties and turn-on delay properties
Steady-state properties as well as turn-on delay properties are studied by numerically solving the four rate equation As an example, steady-state properties of the InAs/InP (311B) QD laser are shown in figure 2 . With the increase of the pump current, both the carrier populations in the GS and the ES are enhanced. Then, for an injected current larger than 48 mA, the GS population gets clamped which leads to the occurrence of the GS lasing emission (while the ES population continues increasing with a reduced slope efficiency). Figure 3 also presents the transient responses of GS lasing at several current injections. With the increase of the injected current, simulations also point out that the delay time becomes shorter which means that the carrier lifetime is lowered [22] . Both the oscillation frequency and the damping factor get larger with the pump current. For instance, the oscillation frequencies at 75 mA, 100 mA and 200 mA are 1.94GHz, 2.64 GHz and 3.52 GHz, respectively. The relaxation oscillation cannot be distinguished at 300 mA due to the strong damping of relaxation oscillations. 
SMALL-SIGNAL ANALYSIS OF INTENSITY MODULATION RESPONSE
Analytical derivations
Based on the set of rate equations (1-4) and considering , , , ,
WL ES GS GS I N N N S as well as GS g as dynamic variables, we can
derive the differential rate equations on carrier and photon density: 
WL WL ES ES GS GS GS GS dN dN
In Eqs. (8), the gain variation is expressed as
with / p GS GS GS a g S = −∂ ∂ a coefficient taking into account the gain compression effects. Applying a small-signal analysis to the differential rate equations allows extracting a new expression of the QD laser's modulation response:
The four parameters R 0 , R 1 , R 2 and R 3 characterizing ( ) H w are given by: (12) and Eq. (13) constitute new analytical relationships giving the resonance frequency and the damping factor of a QD laser. It is important to note that these improved definitions differ from those related to QW lasers [9] . For instance, because of the QD structure, 4 1
and the offset is: 1
The expression of K-factor is found to be the same as of the conventional one for QW lasers. The term /
dominates in the offset and is comparable to 2 R Kf even at high bias powers, so the offset can not be neglected. Based on the steady-state results obtained in the previous section, the modulation responses are calculated from Eq. (10) for various current levels. Figure 4 shows the numerical results for both the relaxation frequency and the damping factor, and they both increase for higher pump currents. At high pumping levels, the resonance peak is even suppressed which leads to a relatively flat modulation response. At a current injection of around 135 mA, the modulation bandwidth reaches the maximum value ~5.5 GHz, which is in good agreement with the commonly measured values [23, 24, 25] . [17] while the solid line corresponds to calculations. In order to validate the numerical results, a comparison with experiments is now conducted. The device under study is a InAs/InP(311B) QD laser [17] , where the heterostructure is grown by MBE on a (311)B oriented InP substrate and it has as-cleaved facets. The active region consists of 5 QD layers, and the dot density is ~10 11 cm 2 [26] . The length and width of the ridge wave-guide FP laser are 1.1 mm and 3×10 -3 mm, respectively. Experiments show a GS lasing peak at 1.52 μm at room temperature in continuous wave (cw) operation and the photon lifetime is measured to be 5.8 ps. In this section, we use the new analytical transfer function Eq. (10) to simulate the laser modulation performance. In the calculations, the differential gain GS a is the only fitting parameter, which is adjusted to 0.25×10 -14 cm 2 . All the other parameters are set to the experimental values. (10) show a relative good agreement with the experimental results (dots). However, at large current injections, the calculated resonance frequency is higher than the experimental result. Such a discrepancy can be attributed to the gain compression effects which has been zeroed ( p GS a =0) in the calculations. Figure 5 also points out that the carrier escape from the GS to the ES induces a non-zero resonance frequency around 1 GHz at low bias powers. This resonance frequency offset is larger than the one due to spontaneous emission only in QW lasers [9] . Based on Eq. (12), the larger
Comparison to experimental results
GS ES
τ the smaller the frequency offset at low bias powers. 
The two K-factors are nearly the same ~0.2 ns, which is 3 times smaller than the experimental value 0.6 ns [17] . Again, this discrepancy can be attributed to the fact that the simulation does not take into account the gain saturation effects. Further studies will investigate the influence of p GS a Γ which is comparable to the differential gain GS a [9] . Simulations demonstrate that the offset of damping factor is much larger for QD lasers than that from the QW model. According to Eq. (15), the large damping factor offset N Γ is attributed to the carrier escape from GS to ES ( / GS ES E S f τ ). Because the carrier escape time
τ is linked to the carrier relaxation time
ES GS
τ which is typically in the range of 1-100 ps, so
τ plays a major role in the determination of the offset value to the damping factor. This large offset value can well confirm the commonly observed strong damping in QD lasers [10, 12] , which also partially explains the QD laser's insensitivity to external perturbations. The deviation from linearity at low relaxation resonance frequency is because of the spontaneous emission term ( )/( ) 
CONCLUSION
A new analytical expression of the modulation response has been derived for QD lasers, Calculations take into account the influences of various quantum states such as the wetting layer (WL), the first excited states (ES) and the ground state (GS). Based on the analytical derivations, definitions of resonance frequency and damping factor have been recasted. At low bias powers, carrier escape from GS to ES gives rise to a non-zero resonance frequency associated with a strong damping rate. These results are of first importance for a better understanding of the carrier dynamics in QD lasers for high-speed applications, and point to possible routes for the improvement of QD laser dynamics as well.
